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Domain composition and interfacial structure are critical factors in organic photovoltaic
performance. Here, we report neutron reﬂectivity, grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction and
atomic force microscopy measurements of polymer/fullerene thin-ﬁlms to test a hypothesis
that these partially miscible blends rapidly develop composition proﬁles consisting of coexisting phases in liquid-liquid equilibrium. We study a range of polymer molecular weights
between 2 and 300 kg mol−1, annealing temperatures between 120 and 170 oC, and timescales up to 10 min, yielding over 50 distinct measurement conditions. Model bilayers of
fullerene-derivatives and polystyrene enable a rigorous examination of theoretical predictions
of the effect of polymer mass and interaction parameter on the compositions, ϕ, and interfacial width, w, of the coexistent phases. We independently measure ϕ and w and ﬁnd that
both Flory-Huggins mean-ﬁeld-theory and key aspects of self-consistent-ﬁeld-theory are
remarkably consistent with experiment. Our ﬁndings pave the way for predictive composition
and interface design in organic photovoltaics based on simple experimental measurements
and equilibrium thermodynamic theory.
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olution-processed organic photovoltaics (OPVs) can now
achieve power-conversion efﬁciencies of between 12% and
14% in binary1–8 and ternary9 blend devices, and 17% in
tandem solar cells10. Over 10% efﬁciency was also recently
reported for binary devices made by scalable processing
methods in air8. This represents a signiﬁcant rise in OPV
performance over the last two decades that has resulted from
the continued development of new materials3, and from optimisation strategies involving direct characterisation of the
structure and properties of working devices11. Signiﬁcant effort
has been dedicated to the characterisation of the morphology
and domain composition within bulk heterojunctions11,12,
which are both key factors in relation to charge generation and
transport13–16. Fundamental studies focussed on understanding
miscibility have also been performed by examining mixing
within simpliﬁed bilayer architectures, particularly in fullerene/
conjugated-polymer systems17–22.
Owing to the tunable molecular weight (Mw) of polymers,
mixing behaviour and hence ﬁlm morphology can, in principle,
be controlled independently of material chemistry. Phase
separation in liquid mixtures23, and morphology/performance in
all-polymer24 and polymer/small-molecule devices25, can be
strongly inﬂuenced by polymer size. However, the overall effects
remain unclear; for instance, some OPV studies show a nonmonotonic dependence of efﬁciency on Mw24–26, whereas other
closely related systems show no dependence at all25. These results
are variously rationalised in terms of domain-purity, domain-size,
percolation pathways, preferential interfacial enrichment of
components and crystallisation. However, characterisation and
performance measurements of working devices alone are necessary but not sufﬁcient for providing full understanding of these
structurally complex blends (made from a wide-range of different
material systems). The typically broad mass distributions in
conjugated polymers has also resulted in the precise effects of
Mw remaining elusive; polydispersity can affect both the
thermodynamics27,28 and the (phase separation) kinetics of
mixtures29, but the most signiﬁcant impact may be at interfaces
where preferential segregation of lower mass polymer fractions
(and hence the accumulation of chain ends) is possible30,31.
Ye et al.32 recently studied mixing in bilayer systems and
uncovered a striking correlation between device performance and
fundamental parameters characterising the miscibility in polymer/small-molecule systems. Flory-Huggins theory was employed
to interpret domain compositions and quantitatively link the
interaction parameter, χ23, to the device ﬁll-factor, for an amorphous-polymer/fullerene and a range of polymer/small-molecule
devices. Of key signiﬁcance here, for a wide range of amorphous
and semi-crystalline polymers, is the existence of mixed amorphous polymer/small-molecule phases17,19,22,33,34, whose composition plays an important role in charge transport and charge
recombination7,34. The addition of mixed polymer/fullerene
electron-transport layers can also signiﬁcantly increase the efﬁciency and stability of perovskite solar cells35. In both amorphous
and semi-crystalline polymer systems, Ye et al. found that OPV
device properties were controlled by the amorphous miscibility of
the system. In addition to these ﬁndings, it is known that the
composition of mixed amorphous domains within OPVs can
result from the quenching of kinetic processes during fabrication
as the system vitriﬁes on solvent evaporation, leading to nonequilibrium domain compositions within the (solvent-free)
device. Given sufﬁcient mobility (eg; potentially at the elevated
temperatures reached in operation, or even at room temperature)
such domains can change composition as they evolve towards
equilibrium13,34,36. This means that if domain compositions are
optimised in the kinetically quenched state, failure of the system
to remain fully vitriﬁed will result in poor device stability13,34. In
2

summary it is therefore clear that, in addition to the development
of predictive capabilities for amorphous semiconducting polymer
systems themselves (utilised in high efﬁciency37 and high
stability34,37 devices), the quantiﬁcation of amorphous phasebehaviour is also required for a full understanding of efﬁciency
and morphological stability in semi-crystalline-polymer/smallmolecule devices.
In this work, we experimentally examine if and how polymer
dimensions (Mw) can be employed to precisely determine equilibrium composition and interfacial width between coexisting
polymer/fullerene (mixed) phases and establish the theoretical
framework that enables their predictive design. We employ a
thin-ﬁlm bilayer annealing approach38 that allows partially miscible systems to evolve to their equilibrium composition and thus
determine the phase behaviour of the mixtures. Neutron reﬂectivity is used to measure composition proﬁles, as the highresolution of this technique21,39 allows us to probe both the layer
compositions, ϕ, and the interfacial width between phases, w, in
the same samples, enabling comparison of our results with theoretical predictions for both ϕ and w, as a function of Mw. Atactic
polystyrene (PS) is chosen as a well-understood model amorphous polymer, that can be synthesised across a wide mass range
with control of Mw-distribution that is vastly superior to conjugated polymers; polydispersity indices in the present study are
1.05 or lower, in comparison to 1.3–1.8 in a recent study25 or
larger than 2 for many conjugated polymers32. This control is key
in enabling high-resolution Mw studies (given the predicted
dependence on Mw of both layer compositions and interface
width, and the potential segregation of lower Mw fractions to
surfaces/interfaces). We investigate thin-ﬁlm geometries, where
the sample thicknesses are of the same order as those used in the
active layer of working devices (~100 nm). Such PS/fullerene
bilayer systems offer good layer contrast and well-resolved
reﬂectivity fringes, enabling robust ﬁtting of layer thicknesses,
layer compositions and interfacial roughness.
Results
Mixture thermodynamics and interfacial width. PS has been
extensively studied in bulk, near surfaces/interfaces and in thinﬁlms (e.g., the dependence of the glass transition temperature on
Mw40 and ﬁlm thickness41), and we have previously utilised this
polymer to understand morphological development during OPV
fabrication and operation42–45. As part of a recent study on
fullerene crystallisation, we uncovered rapid mixing in PS/phenylC60-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) bilayers in the limit of
high PS Mw, well before crystallisation of the fullerene43. Here,
we undertake a rigorous test of the hypothesis that such thin-ﬁlm
systems can consistently establish liquid-liquid equilibria between
two co-existing amorphous phases (a local equilibrium, representing a metastable situation, before the growth of fullerene
crystals), by studying the mixing behaviour as a function of PS
Mw, in two different (but closely related) fullerene-based systems
(PCBM and bis-adduct phenyl-C60-butyric acid methyl ester
(bis-PCBM)).
Domain composition and interfacial structure are of great
importance in terms of device performance32,46,47 and are also
amenable to direct comparison with theory. Experimentally
measured compositions in equilibrated co-existing liquid phases
in the bulk are usually interpreted using Flory-Huggins meanﬁeld theory, for all-polymer and polymer/small-molecule systems.
Theoretical predictions for polymer/polymer interfacial width
have been made using mean-ﬁeld theories30,39,48,49, such as selfconsistent-ﬁeld-theory (SCFT). In the limit of inﬁnite Mw,
Helfand and Tagami39,48 derived an analytical expression for the
equilibrium composition proﬁle at the interface between two
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(pure) polymer phases of the form
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where ϕ(z) is the volume fraction of one of the polymers and z is
the distance perpendicular to the interface. The ‘intrinsic’
interfacial width wI (due to molecular mixing)39,50 is given by
b
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where b is the statistical segment length of the polymers39,48 and
χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. Tang and Freed39,49
extended this to ﬁnite Mw, and produced the following equation
to describe wI between two polymers, each of degree of
polymerisation N
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which shows good agreement with numerical SCFT calculations39. The range of experimental studies on polymer interfaces
remains somewhat limited. Reﬂectivity experiments are sensitive
to the (total) interface roughness, which results from the
convolution of the intrinsic composition proﬁle, parameterised
by wI, with any lateral roughness at the interface50,51. Initial
measurements of interface roughness at high Mw52,53 were
interpreted using a combination of SCFT and capillary-wave
theory to model wI and lateral roughness respectively, and explain
ﬁlm-thickness-dependent roughness measurements50. Interfacial
roughness measurements as a function of χ by Chaturvedi et al.54
were followed by Carelli et al.55 who performed measurements as
a function of the degree of immiscibility in a symmetric polymer/
polymer bilayer (by tuning either χ or N in the system), and
found considerable interface broadening as the system
approached criticality. However, to the best of our knowledge,
Mw-dependent interface width measurements have not been
performed on polymer/small-molecule interfaces.
Equilibration in PCBM/PS as a function of Mw. A summary of
the behaviour in annealed PCBM/PS bilayers is shown in
Fig. 1a–f. Rapid mixing in polymer/fullerene systems results in
metastable states, with the potential for fullerene crystallisation as
annealing times and temperatures are increased32,43. We have
investigated PCBM crystallisation in PCBM/PS bilayers previously43, ﬁnding a strong correlation between the growth of
nanoscale crystals (characterised via grazing-incidence X-ray
diffraction (GIXD)) and the suppression of large (several microns
to tens of microns) needle-like crystal growth, as a function of
polymer layer thickness. A typical GIXD pattern produced by
such nanoscale crystals is shown in Fig. 1g and a real space image
of a needle-like crystal is shown in Fig. 1h. In the present study,
much shorter annealing times and lower temperatures were used.
No large needle-like crystals were observed on the samples, and
GIXD measurements on a broad selection of bilayers (the same
samples used for the neutron reﬂectivity measurements, and also
duplicate samples) found scattering patterns that were indicative
of amorphous PCBM43,56 for all samples, with no evidence of
PCBM nanoscale crystal formation (see Fig. 1f and Supplementary Fig. 16). Fig. 1c–e show neutron reﬂectivity curves, ﬁts and
scattering length density (SLD) proﬁles for a selection of the full
PCBM/PS sample set that we measured. These samples cover a
range of annealing times, annealing temperatures, PCBM layer
thicknesses and Mw. Several unannealed bilayers were also
measured (across the range of PS Mw). Full details of and results
from the entire sample set are given in the Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Notes 1 and 2, and Supplementary
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Figs. 1–11). In all ﬁts the SLD proﬁles were modelled as a bilayer,
consisting of two uniform composition layers with Gaussian
roughness39,50 between the layers. As found in our previous study
using PS with weight-average molecular weight (MW) of 344
kgmol−1,43, the top layer SLD after annealing is signiﬁcantly
above the value for pure PS, due to diffusion of PCBM into the
top layer; the mean PCBM volume fraction estimates are between
~8 and 11% in the (originally pure PS) top layers (see Supplementary Notes 1 and 3 for details of the layer SLDs and extracted
volume fractions, respectively, for each Mw). In contrast, the SLD
of the bottom layer has not changed following annealing (as
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1a, and quantiﬁed by the SLD
proﬁles before and after the in-situ annealing of a single sample in
Fig. 1b). Such strong asymmetry in layer composition, is what one
would expect for an equilibrated polymer/small-molecule system,
where a polymer-rich phase co-exists with an almost pure smallmolecule phase23 and is in-line with ﬁndings for fullerene/polymer blend solutions42,57. Consistent with such SLD changes, is
the thinning of the PCBM layer following annealing (without
altering the total sample thickness) that is shown in Fig. 1b.
Supplementary Note 1 details similar layer thickness changes in
ex-situ annealed samples. Figure 1b also shows that the gradient
of the line joining the top and bottom layer in the SLD proﬁle is
lower after annealing; i.e., the buried (PCBM/PS) interface
broadens.
This overall pattern of behaviour (PCBM diffusion into the top
layer, preservation of an almost-pure PCBM bottom layer, layer
thickness changes and interface broadening) is seen for all Mws
studied (nominal Mw between 2 kg mol−1 and 300 kg mol−1,
referred to in the text as 2k, etc). However, as is seen in the SLD
proﬁles in Fig. 1e, there is a systematic difference between the
different Mw samples in terms of the width of the buried PCBM/
PS-rich interface, showing broader interfaces for lower PS Mw
(irrespective of the annealing times or temperatures). It is
important to point out that the annealing of ex-situ samples at
different temperatures and times is performed in order to ensure
that the fullerene diffusion is complete and the composition
proﬁle has had enough time to reach equilibrium. Annealing
times and temperatures are also important factors in controlling
sample quality, as extensive annealing at high temperature for
long times can result in lateral inhomogeneities (e.g., from
fullerene crystals or dewetting of the polymer layer—especially at
low PS Mw). The annealing temperature cannot, however, be
used to deﬁnitively assess the temperature dependence of the
composition proﬁle in this system, because of the potential for
changes to this proﬁle during the (albeit rapid) cooling of the
samples. The composition proﬁles that we measure are therefore
representative of the frozen-in liquid-liquid system at the point
where the system vitriﬁes on cooling.
The key ﬁt parameters of top layer SLD and buried interface
roughness, extracted from the measurements on the ex-situ
annealed PCBM/PS sample set, are shown as functions of
annealing time and PCBM layer thickness in Fig. 2a, b, and as
a function of Mw in Fig. 3a, b. Figure 2a shows that transfer of the
PCBM into the PS top layer and interface-broadening occur
rapidly (as seen previously in other PCBM bilayers22 and by
ourselves in PCBM/PS bilayers at high Mw43), and that there is
no systematic change (beyond the typical sample-sample
variation seen in this study) in the samples between 1 and 10
min annealing at 120 oC (the lowest annealing temperature used
in the present study). This rapid change followed by stabilisation
of the SLD proﬁle, adds support to the proposal, resulting from
both ex-situ and in-situ measurements in Môn et al.43 (at high
Mw), that the SLD proﬁle represents an equilibrated interface
between two co-existing liquid layers. The lack of annealing-time
dependence allowed us to perform the majority of the
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Fig. 1 A summary of the behaviour of PS/PCBM bilayers as a function of PS Mw, annealing time and annealing temperature. a A schematic diagram of the
rapid diffusion of PCBM into the top (PS) layer. b The scattering length density (SLD) proﬁles from a 5k-PS/PCBM sample before and after annealing (insitu). c–d A selection of neutron reﬂectivity curves and ﬁts (bilayer ﬁts with Gaussian roughness39,50 at all interfaces) for a range of different Mw samples
annealed for various times at a range of temperatures. Curves are offset vertically for clarity. e SLD proﬁles at the buried PCBM/PS-rich interface,
corresponding to ﬁts from a selection of the 2k-PS, 20k-PS and 300k-PS samples. The full SLD proﬁles, showing the SLDs from the substrate out to the
sample surface, along with the corresponding reﬂectivity data and ﬁts for a further selection of samples are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. f A Grazingincidence X-ray diffraction GIXD detector map from a typical annealed bilayer (5k-PS/PCBM annealed at 145 oC for 5 min), with the in-plane and out-ofplane components of the momentum transfer represented as Qx and Qz, respectively (see Môn et al.43). g A GIXD detector map from a crystallised PCBM
single layer annealed at higher temperatures and for longer times than used in the present bilayer study (170 oC for 2 h). h A transmission electron
microscopy image of a PCBM crystal in an annealed 300k PS/PCBM bilayer (scale bar = 3 μm). Apart from the SLD proﬁles shown in b, all data in this
ﬁgure is from ex-situ annealed samples. The error bars in c and d are standard deviations, calculated from the neutron count data (error bars that are not
visible are smaller than the data symbols)
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measurements on samples that had been annealed for a standard
time of 5 min (although equilibration was checked for other Mw
samples at various temperatures, by annealing some samples for
shorter times). In-situ annealing/neutron reﬂectivity measurements that were performed on 2–20k PCBM/PS bilayers, also
found that the bulk of the PCBM diffusion was concluded within
a 5 min period, following a temperature step58.
Layer thickness could in-principle inﬂuence the measured
composition proﬁle in the bilayers. Lateral roughness due to
thermal capillary-waves at an equilibrium liquid–liquid interface
or liquid surface, will in-principle have a dependence on the
thicknesses of the liquid ﬁlms involved, due to the inﬂuence of
van der Waals forces on the capillary-wave spectrum50. We
suspect, however, that this may not be especially signiﬁcant in our
system, due to the absence of signiﬁcant off-specular scattering,
which would be expected to accompany capillary-wave
roughness51,59, from the samples (see Supplementary Fig. 11).

We have previously43 examined the inﬂuence of the top (PS)
layer thickness in PCBM/PS bilayers on composition proﬁles and
on PCBM crystallisation, ﬁnding that the thickness of the PS layer
did not signiﬁcantly affect the SLD proﬁles, in terms of either the
layer compositions or the interfacial roughness. Figure 2b shows
that the layer composition and interfacial roughness in annealed
bilayers also shows no systematic dependence on the thickness of
the bottom (PCBM) layer.
Figure 3 shows the top layer SLD and interface roughness for
PCBM/PS bilayer samples as a function of Mw, for a range of
annealing times and temperatures. As in Fig. 2b, the change in
top layer SLD following annealing is clearly evident, as is the lack
of any systematic dependence on Mw. The interfacial roughness
data, however, show a clear and systematic trend, in which low
Mw PS results in a broader interface. This is exactly what you
would expect qualitatively, at an equilibrated liquid-liquid
interface, due to the higher entropy of mixing of lower Mw
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of the 140 oC and 145 oC annealed 20k-PS/bis-PCBM samples in c are 25 Å and 35 Å respectively, while those for the 20k-PS/PCBM samples range
between 16 Å and 20 Å (see Fig. 3a). NB; The multilayer ﬁts and bilayer ﬁts (not shown) to the reﬂectivity curves for the 20k-PS/bis-PCBM samples are
almost indistinguishable. d SLD proﬁles corresponding to the ﬁts in b (the full proﬁles, showing the SLDs out to the sample surfaces, are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 12a). e SLD parameters for the top and bottom layers versus the weight-average molecular weight (Mw) of the PS, extracted from the
SLD proﬁles in d (the top layer SLD parameters that are plotted here are the maximum values found in the SLD proﬁles), plus parameters from in-situ
annealed and unannealed samples. Except for the in-situ annealed 100k-PS sample, all PS/bis-PCBM samples were annealed (ex-situ) for 5 min. The error
bars in b are standard deviations, calculated from the neutron count data (error bars that are not visible are smaller than the data symbols)

chains. The magnitude of the observed change is considerable,
with around a factor-of-two difference between the mean
interface roughness at 2k and at the highest Mw, with most of
this difference appearing between 5k and 2k. It is also clear that
the sample-to-sample variation in interfacial roughness (measured for samples with various annealing times and temperatures)
is smaller than the difference between the measurements at low
and higher Mw. Details regarding the robustness and reproducibility of these ﬁndings with-respect-to sample preparation,
sample measurement and data analysis are given in the Methods
and Supplementary Methods.
The impact of fullerene chemistry. To examine the generality of
our results, we followed up the PCBM/PS study by investigating
6

bis-PCBM/PS bilayers. Bis-PCBM is another candidate electron
acceptor which has two C12H14O2 side-chains on the C60 cage,
rather than the single side-chain in PCBM (see Fig. 4a). The
additional side-chain simpliﬁes the system by inhibiting crystallisation of this fullerene60 and also affects miscibility with solvents
and polymers20,61,62. In this system, both bilayer models (with
Gaussian interface roughness at the buried interface and surface)
and multilayer models (using multiple layers, but with Gaussian
roughness at the sample surface only and zero roughness at all
internal interfaces) were ﬁtted to the reﬂectivity data. For each
sample, similar SLD proﬁles were obtained using bilayer or
multilayer ﬁts (see Supplementary Fig. 12), but the multilayer
models gave better ﬁts (lower values of the ‘goodness-of-ﬁt’
parameter, χ2, for all ﬁts). For the lower Mw samples the
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‘interface roughness’ parameter extracted from the bilayer ﬁts
becomes comparable with the thickness of the lower layer (see
Supplementary Fig. 12), and we therefore focus our discussion on
the multilayer ﬁts.
In common with our PCBM/PS results and previous measurements of fullerene/amorphous-polymer bilayers21,32, we found no
evidence for any preferential segregation of the fullerene at the
sample surface (i.e within the PS-rich top layer—see Supplementary Note 4). This is in contrast to the ﬁndings reported for some
fullerene/crystallisable-polymer bilayers18,21. Figure 4b–d shows
the data, ﬁts and SLD proﬁles for a set of (ex-situ) annealed bisPCBM/PS bilayers with Mw between 2k and 20k. A clear and
systematic change in the reﬂectivity curves occurs as the Mw is
increased from 2k; the 2k and 3k samples show a single
periodicity in the fringes (corresponding to the total sample
thickness), with a gradual damping of the fringes with
momentum transfer (qz), whereas at 20k there is clearly more
structure to the fringe heights as a function of qz. The 5k samples
show intermediate character. This change is reﬂected in the SLD
proﬁles, which show a clear bilayer structure (an interface
between two uniform layers) for 20k, but a steadily diminishing
amount of high SLD material (fullerene) in the bottom ‘layer’, as
the Mw reduces. The SLD proﬁle is similar for each of the two
duplicate samples made at each Mw, which were annealed at
slightly different temperatures. An additional 100k PS sample was
also annealed in-situ under vacuum (spending 10 min at a
maximum sample surface temperature very similar to that of the
145 oC set-point ex-situ annealed samples; see Supplementary
Fig. 15a, b). This sample has an SLD proﬁle that is very similar to
the 20k PS samples. For the two 2k samples it is clear that the
fullerene molecules initially in the bottom layer have diffused into
the top layer in sufﬁcient quantity to raise the SLD of the top
layer by a signiﬁcant amount.
Layer SLDs as a function of Mw are plotted in Fig. 4e. Because
of the lack of extensive uniform bottom layers for the lower Mw,
Fig. 4e displays the top layer SLD and the maximum value
reached in the bottom layer (attained near the substrate); as well
as ﬁt parameters from the eight samples in Fig. 4d, Fig. 4e also
shows ﬁt parameters from two unannealed bis-PCBM/PS bilayers
and the in-situ annealed 100k PS bilayer. Similar to the PCBM/PS
system, it is clear that there is diffusion of bis-PCBM into the
initially pure PS top layer on annealing, across the Mw range, as
evidenced by the increase in SLD (Fig. 4e and Supplementary
Fig. 12). At high PS Mw Fig. 4e shows no change in the bottom
layer composition on annealing (it remains pure fullerene), as
found for PCBM/PS. However, at lower Mw (below 5k) there is a
systematic change in this mixing behaviour, in which the SLD of
the top layer increases and that of the bottom layer decreases with
Mw. Qualitatively, you would expect such increased mixing at
lower polymer Mw for a polymer/small-molecule system. We
now examine the results for both PCBM/PS and bis-PCBM/PS
quantitatively (see Fig. 5a–e), by comparing the experimentally
determined volume fractions in each layer (see Supplementary
Notes 3 and 5 for calculation details) with the equilibrium
predictions of Flory-Huggins mean-ﬁeld theory (see Supplementary Note 6 for further details), and examining the interfacial
roughness measurements in the light of theoretical predictions for
equilibrated polymer interfaces.
Quantitative comparison of phase behaviour and interfacial
width with Mw. The phase diagram for PCBM/PS shown in
Fig. 5a is calculated using the Flory-Huggins free-energy of
mixing of a polymer/small-molecule mixture with the number of
‘monomers’ in a chain (NPS) and the χ parameter referenced to
the volume of a PCBM molecule. The χ parameter for this system
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was extracted using the high Mw (20–300k) layer composition
(SLD) data for the annealed PS samples in Fig. 3b. The procedure
used to extract χ and an estimate of its uncertainty (see Supplementary Note 6 for further details) involves converting the top
layer SLD measurements into volume fractions, incorporating
errors in the estimates of the top layer and pure component SLDs.
The range of experimentally obtained volume fraction estimates is
shown by the vertical green and blue lines in Fig. 5a. These are
converted into a χ parameter of 1.82 ± 0.17 using the predicted
binodals for the upper and lower estimates of the degree of
polymerisation (NPS) of the 20–300k PS chains, (determined by
the range of estimates of the pure PS SLD and the PS polydispersity). A similar procedure for bis-PCBM/PS is carried out
with-respect-to the data in Fig. 4e (using the 20k and 100k PS
data) to extract a phase diagram for bis-PCBM/PS (shown in
Supplementary Fig. 14a) and a χ parameter of 1.42 ± 0.14 (here,
NPS and χ are referenced to the bis-PCBM molecular volume).
Figure 5b plots the calculated free-energy-of-mixing curves for
PCBM/PS. The grey curves are the plots for 20k and 100k PS (i.e.,
two of the Mws that were used to extract χ) and the coloured
curves are predictions (with no adjustable parameters) for the
lower Mws. The locations of the common tangents to the free
energy curves23, which represent the predicted co-existing compositions at each of the lower Mws, are marked by vertical solid
lines, with estimates of the uncertainties in these compositions
marked by vertical dashed lines. The solid symbols show the
experimentally determined PS volume fractions for each Mw.
Figure 5e similarly plots the experimental volume fractions and
the free-energy curves for the bis-PCBM/PS system, with NPS and
the χ parameter, here referenced to the volume of a bis-PCBM
molecule.
For the PCBM/PS system, it is clear from Fig. 5b that the χ
parameter required to match the high Mw data, predicts a
relatively small change in the PS-rich co-existing composition for
the lower Mws used in the study. This is in agreement with the
experimental results, in which no systematic Mw dependence is
found. The magnitude of the predicted change is not observable
given the size of the volume fraction errors and the uncertainty in
the location of the co-existing compositions in this system.
However, for the bis-PCBM/PS system, it is clear from Fig. 5e that
the χ parameter extracted from the high Mw data, predicts a
much larger systematic change in the PS-rich coexisting
composition as the Mw reduces. For 2k PS the theory also
predicts that the co-existing bis-PCBM-rich phase will be
signiﬁcantly below 100% bis-PCBM. This is what is seen
experimentally in Fig. 5e (and Fig. 4d, e). Despite the known
limitations of Flory-Huggins theory (e.g., due to potential volume
changes on mixing and local packing effects)23 the level of
agreement between the predicted behaviour as a function of Mw
and the experimental results is actually quite compelling,
especially in terms of the magnitude of the changes to both coexisting compositions as the Mw is reduced from 5k to 3k and
then to 2k (subject to the increasingly ill-deﬁned nature of the
common tangent compositions at around 2k PS, as the curves
move closer to criticality).
The effectiveness of Flory-Huggins theory in describing
fullerene/PS solutions and subsequently dried ﬁlms was recently
reported for ortho-xylene/PS/[6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid
methyl ester mixtures57. The binary phase diagram for PCBM/
PS (Fig. 5a) is extended into a ternary phase diagram,
incorporating blend measurements in chlorobenzene42, in Fig. 5c.
The asymmetry in these phase diagrams with-respect-to the
PCBM/PS ratio can be compared with the morphology of PCBM/
PS blends spin-coated from chlorobenzene and then annealed
(see Supplementary Fig. 13b–f)45. Although care must be taken in
drawing inference in relation to the phase diagram from such
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non-equilibrium experiments on blends (in which annealing
occurs after the traversal of the ternary phase diagram during
spin-coating), the asymmetry in the morphological observations
(which show a spinodal-like morphology for high PCBM content,
but not for high PS content) is consistent with the phase diagrams
in Fig. 5a and c. Supplementary Fig. 14a also contains our
tentative proposal that the temperature dependence in these PS/
fullerene systems is likely to be of an upper-critical-solutiontemperature (UCST) form. This proposal is made on the basis of
our observations of bis-PCBM/PS bilayers annealed at various
temperatures, theoretical expectations (see for example refs. 63,64),
and experimental ﬁndings from other polymer/solvent and
polymer/fullerene systems32,63,65 (see Supplementary Note 7 for
details).
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As stated above, the χ parameter in each system is referenced to
the fullerene volume in question. If the χ parameters for the two
systems are referenced to the same volume we obtain a ratio
of these χPCBM/PS/χbis-PCBM/PS, of 1.7. Dispersion forces are
expected to predominate in these systems62, giving increased
mixing for increased chemical similarity between species. This is
evidenced experimentally by the report of increased mixing in
polymer/fullerene systems (using polymers with non-conjugated
backbones mixed with either C60 or PCBM) as side-groups with
increasing aromatic character are incorporated within the
polymer61. Also, an increase in chemical similarity in conjugated-polymer/fullerene systems (on moving from bis-PCBM to
PCBM) is reported to drive increased mixing20. Therefore on
purely energetic grounds our ﬁnding of a lower χ parameter for
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Fig. 5 Summary of the thermodynamics of PCBM/PS and bis-PCBM/PS. a Phase diagram for PCBM/PS showing the binodal and spinodal curves
for different values of NPS and the extraction of χ from ϕPS. The surface temperatures of the samples used to extract χ for PCBM/PS cover the range
117–167 oC. b Experimental PCBM/PS volume fraction estimates (solid squares) for three PS Mws (2k, 3k and 5k), extracted from the annealed data in
Fig. 3b, plotted in conjunction with the calculated Flory-Huggins free-energy-of-mixing of ﬁve of the different Mws used experimentally. The grey curves
show the free-energy for 20k and 100k PS bilayers, calculated using a χ parameter of 1.82, referenced to the size of a PCBM molecule, which was extracted
using the volume fraction estimates and binodal curves in a. The three coloured free-energy curves for lower Mw are predictions for the same value of χ. In
both b and e vertical solid lines indicate the location of the co-existing compositions for each Mw, and vertical dashed lines indicate the uncertainties in
these locations. c Sketch of the ternary phase diagram for a high-Mw-PS/PCBM/good-solvent (chlorobenzene) system, incorporating our ﬁndings for
PCBM/PS and the phase boundary in PCBM/PS/chlorobenzene at a few percent solute concentration42. d Predictions for the intrinsic interfacial width
(scale shown on left-hand axis) versus weight-average molecular weight (Mw) for a ‘symmetric’ polymer-polymer interface using the Tang & Freed (T&F)
equation (Eq. 3), with χ = 1.82 and an ‘effective’ statistical segment length set to 1.6 nm (see Supplementary Note 6 for further details). The data from
Fig. 3a is also plotted here (using the scale shown on the right-hand axis). e The same type of plot as in b, but for bis-PCBM/PS. Here the experimental data
points (solid squares) are extracted from Fig. 4e. The grey curves show the free-energy for 20k and 100k using a χ parameter of 1.42, referenced to the size
of a bis-PCBM molecule, which was extracted using Supplementary Fig. 14a. The three coloured free-energy curves for lower Mw are predictions for this
value of χ. The surface temperatures of the samples used to extract χ for bis-PCBM/PS cover the range 137–145 oC. The sample surface temperatures
quoted in this ﬁgure are ~3 degrees C below the set-points for the ex-situ annealed samples (quoted in the text and in Figs. 1–4) and have an uncertainty of
±2 oC. *NB; Because χ and NPS are referenced to the fullerene molecular size in each particular system, for a given Mw the values of NPS in the two systems
are different (NPS values and fullerene volumes are tabulated in the Supplementary Table 1). The calculation of the error bars in b and e is described in the
text. All data in this ﬁgure is for ex-situ annealed samples

bis-PCBM/PS compared to PCBM/PS, ﬁts in with a picture of
greater chemical similarity in the former system, because of the
extra (aromatic containing) solubilising side-chain on the
fullerene.
We now discuss the interfacial roughness. Figure 4c shows
that the two annealed 20k-PS/bis-PCBM samples have a larger
interfacial roughness than all of the annealed 20k-PS/PCBM
samples. The ratio of the χ parameters stated above allows us to
make a (perhaps rather crude) prediction for the ratio of the
interfacial widths in the two systems. SCFT is not quantitatively
reliable in small-molecule systems because of the importance of
composition ﬂuctuations39,66. However, we are not aware of
quantitative predictions for small-molecule/polymer interfaces,
and so we proceed by appealing to the SCFT prediction for a
polymer-polymer interface in the limit of high Mw, in which the
interface width is inversely proportional to the square-root of χ
(Eq. (2))39,48. This predicts a 30% broader interface for a purely
polymeric system with a χ parameter equal to that of the bisPCBM/PS system in comparison to a purely polymeric system
with a χ parameter equal to that of the PCBM/PS system.
Averaging the interfacial roughness measurements between 20k
and 100k PS for the three bis-PCBM/PS samples that were
annealed at 140–145 oC (see Supplementary Fig. 15g), and for the
PCBM/PS system (averaging from 20k to 300k in Fig. 3a), results
in values of 29 ± 3 Å and 16.9 ± 0.5 Å respectively, which has a
ratio of 1.7 ± 0.2. This is somewhat higher than a 30% difference,
but is clearly of the same order. Comparisons can also be made
between our measurements and predictions for interfacial width
as a function of the degree of polymerisation, N. Figure 5d shows
the behaviour for ‘symmetric’ polymeric systems (i.e., polymer
bilayers with the same value of N in each layer) according to
Tang and Freed39,49 (Eq. (3)), that is predicted using the χ
parameter extracted from the PCBM/PS layer composition
measurements. It is not clear that this approach should be at
all valid for our polymer/small-molecule interfaces, given the
potential importance of ﬂuctuations39,66, and it is also not clear
which value should be taken for N. However, our aim here is to
obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate of the potential impact of
polymer Mw on the interfacial width, and we therefore plot the
Tang and Freed model using two different values for N. Firstly
we take N as simply the degree of polymerisation of the PS
chains, NPS, and secondly we use the value of NAVERAGE deﬁned
as 4(1 + NPS−1/2)-2, which is the key parameter in determining
miscibility in a polymer/small-molecule system (further details in

Supplementary Note 6)23. There are no adjustable parameters in
these plots.
If we take the experimental data in Fig. 3a as being due solely to
molecular level mixing (i.e., with no lateral roughness due to
capillary-waves), it is clear that in comparison to the predictions
in Fig. 5d the magnitude of the measurements (right-hand y-axis)
is larger than the predictions (left-hand y-axis) by around a factor
of 3-to-4. This magnitude of discrepancy is in contrast to
Sferrazza et al.50 for high Mw polymer/polymer interfaces (where
mean-ﬁeld theory is valid), who report much closer agreement
between the predictions of SCFT and their deduced intrinsic
interface width. Sferrazza et al. used theoretical predictions to
account for a capillary-wave contribution to the interface
roughness that they measured by specular reﬂectivity, which
turned out to be of the same order as the intrinsic interfacial
width. While capillary-wave roughness could in-principle contribute to our measured roughness, a more signiﬁcant aspect of
the discrepancy in PCBM/PS may result from a contribution to
the measured width due to composition ﬂuctuations within our
small-molecule/polymer system (this will be averaged over the inplane coherence length of the neutrons, which is on the order of
microns or larger50,67). However, despite the clear discrepancy
between the magnitude of our measurements and the Tang and
Freed equation, the Mw dependence is rather reasonable (for both
deﬁnitions of N plotted in Fig. 5d), in terms of the Mw below
which signiﬁcant changes occur and the actual size of the change
in width with Mw (in terms of percentage changes with Mw).
Perhaps the relatively large size of the fullerene ‘small-molecules’
(and other small-molecule acceptors) is a signiﬁcant factor here,
causing averaging over a large enough volume to produce Mwdependent behaviour that scales reasonably well with the meanﬁeld prediction.
The absence of signiﬁcant off-specular scattering from the
bilayers deserves a comment here. This absence implies that
lateral roughness due to long wavelength capillary-waves
(typically of order microns) may not be that signiﬁcant in the
systems we have studied. However, one could ask the question; ‘if
composition ﬂuctuations (within the PS-rich layer) were
important, would we not expect to see some kind of signature
of this in the off-specular scattering?’ An important consideration, however, is that it may actually be entirely reasonable for
ﬂuctuations to be contributing to the measured interfacial widths,
but not leave any signiﬁcant trace in the off-specular scattering.
Typical correlation lengths in polymer blends and solutions are
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on the order of a few nm to tens of nm23, with a recently reported
value for a (miscible) blend of around 10%-PCBM in PS (by
volume) equal to 60 ± 40 nm61. However, the in-plane distances
to which off-specular neutron scattering is sensitive are on the
order of a few hundred nm to a few microns51. This means that
in-plane ﬂuctuations on the size-scale of the correlation length or
lower will not show up in the off-specular scattering, but such
ﬂuctuations normal to the substrate may affect the specular
reﬂectivity and contribute to the measured interfacial roughness.
In summary, the hypothesis that polymer/fullerene thin-ﬁlm
systems can form composition proﬁles consisting of two coexisting phases in liquid-liquid equilibrium, has been robustly
conﬁrmed in this work, with a series of neutron reﬂectivity
experiments on model bilayer systems (PS/PCBM and PS/bisPCBM) across an unprecedented parameter space of polymer
mass, annealing temperature, annealing time and layer thickness.
Theoretical predictions of the effect of polymer Mw on layer
composition and interface width, solely based on composition
measurement in the high Mw limit, are found to be in remarkable
agreement with data. Speciﬁcally, the PS/PCBM series shows
marginal changes in layer composition with polymer Mw, by
contrast with the PS/bis-PCBM series for which composition
variations with Mw (directly computed from layer SLD) are
signiﬁcant. In both systems, a signiﬁcant increase in interfacial
width upon decreasing Mw is observed, as expected from
equilibrium thermodynamics. This equilibration process occurs
rapidly upon annealing (at shorter timescales than the measurement resolution of the order of minutes), and well before
fullerene crystallisation timescales.
Discussion
The fact that changes in layer composition and fractional changes
in interfacial width with Mw, in the PS/fullerene systems that we
have studied, can be accounted for in a quantitative way (withrespect-to the layer compositions) or in a semi-quantitative way
(with-respect-to the interface width behaviour with Mw) by
mean-ﬁeld theories is remarkable. It is hoped that this ability to
successfully apply equilibrium thermodynamics to these model
systems will contribute to greater understanding and predictive
ability in a broad range of fullerene and other small-molecule
containing OPV systems. The signiﬁcance of the region of phasespace that is explored in the current study in relation to working
devices, was recently emphasised by the report of ‘ideal’ miscibility (near the fullerene percolation threshold) leading to
optimum device performance in polymer/fullerene OPVs at
compositions of ~10–20% fullerene34.
While the ability to predictively engineer OPV active layer
morphology has been so far limited, there is growing evidence
that equilibrium thermodynamics such as the Flory-Huggins
lattice theory can, despite its many shortcomings, capture signiﬁcant aspects of component miscibility and even performance32. Our study now unequivocally shows that polymer Mw
can be employed as an effective approach to tune phase composition and interfacial width between coexistent phases of
polymer/fullerene mixtures, which we ﬁnd are well described by
Flory-Huggins theory and SCFT. Our approach is applicable to
a broad range of material combinations in which amorphous
mixed phases are found, spanning amorphous and semicrystalline polymers, non-fullerene small-molecule acceptors
and all-polymer blends; as well as enabling the extraction of key
parameters such as χ, liquid–liquid equilibria are also signiﬁcant in terms of device stability, as they represent the state
towards which amorphous domain compositions and interfaces, given sufﬁcient molecular mobility, can evolve over
time13,36.
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Care must be taken when determining χ in the presence of
extensive crystallisation; while it is the amorphous (liquid-liquid)
χ parameter (χaa in the nomenclature of Ye et al.32) that is
reported to control device performance, Flory-Huggins theory
needs to be extended to account for extensive crystallisation and
enable the correct extraction of χ under these circumstances32. In
the case of a device made from a blend of a small-molecule
acceptor and a semi-crystalline polymer, you would also expect
that extensive crystallisation would cause the polymer crystal
surface to exhibit signiﬁcant roughness. However, even near the
polymer crystallites, it is likely that the molecular mixing, that will
be a key inﬂuence on the photophysics at heterojunctions46,47,68,
will be largely governed by the mixing between the smallmolecules and amorphous chain segments that protrude from the
surface of the crystallites69.
Evidently, aspects of OPV morphology, such as domain-composition, domain-size, shape and connectivity, interfacial-mixing,
crystalline-fraction and preferential segregation of components to
interfaces, can in principle be understood by a combination of
equilibrium thermodynamics and kinetics. Based on the framework reported herein, and based on relatively straightforward
measurements of bilayer composition at thermal equilibrium
(such as those obtained by ellipsometry20), comprehensive
parameter-free predictions for composition and interfacial width
can be obtained across a broad range of polymer dimensions
(Mw). While, conjugated polymers employed in OPV devices
generally exhibit broad size distributions, our study with narrow
polymer standards enables direct quantiﬁcation of the role of
polymer size, otherwise rather elusive due to interfacial segregation of and varying mobility of polymer fractions of different
dimensions.
We expect that the interfacial width behaviour that we report
for narrow Mw-distribution polymers represents a lower-limit in
relation to polydisperse systems (due to enhanced segregation of
low Mw fractions to the interface). A current limitation to our
approach is that the ability to fully quantify interfacial width in
polydisperse polymer/small-molecule systems (rigorously
accounting for the scale-factor difference between theory and
measurement, and also assessing the impact of realistic Mw distributions on the width), requires further theoretical/computational attention. Given the key importance of these kinds of
interfaces we strongly believe that such attention is warranted.
The approach reported herein can, however, be extended to
enable the analysis of equilibrium phase compositions in polydisperse polymers. Our methodology allows assessment of whether conjugated polymer/small-molecule mixtures contain Mw
fractions for which one would expect Mw-dependent behaviour.
In the presence of such low Mw fractions, Flory-Huggins theory
can, if required, be adapted to include the effects of broad Mw
distributions on phase coexistence (modifying the polymer/smallmolecule volume fractions of the coexisting phases and also
describing potential fractionation of the polymers by Mw, withrespect-to these phases)27,28. In conclusion, we expect that the
behaviour elucidated in this study can complement material
synthesis and device optimisation efforts, and contribute to
rational design of continually improved, stable, high performance
OPVs, and also serve as a catalyst for further investigations of the
polymer physics of these technologically important interfaces.
Methods
Materials. PCBM and bis-PCBM with a purity of 99.5% were purchased from
Solenne, Netherlands. Seven different PS batches were purchased from Agilent
Technologies, UK. The nominal molecular weights of these were 2, 3, 5, 20, 100,
200 and 300 kg mol−1. The weight-average molecular weights (Mw) of these batches were 1.86, 2.93, 4.73, 18.5, 111.4, 224.2 and 278.2 kg mol−1 respectively, with
polydispersity indices (Mw/Mn, where Mn is the number-average molecular weight)
of 1.04, 1.04, 1.04, 1.03, 1.03, 1.03 and 1.05 respectively. These batches are referred
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to as 2k, 3k, etc throughout this paper. Silicon substrates of orientation 100 (with a
native oxide layer), with a diameter of 2 inches and a thickness of 1150 microns
were purchased from Siltronix, France. Mica sheets of size 65 × 65 mm and
thickness 0.15 mm were purchased from Goodfellow, UK. Toluene, chlorobenzene,
acetone and isopropanol (all of purity 99.9%) were all purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sample fabrication. Fullerenes were dissolved in chlorobenzene and then spincoated onto silicon substrates that had been sonicated in acetone and isopropanol
(for 15 min each) and then rinsed in de-ionised water. The PS layers were spincoated from toluene solutions onto freshly cleaved mica substrates, and then
ﬂoated on top of the silicon/fullerene in a bath of de-ionised water (further details
in Mon et al.43 and Hynes58). The samples were then placed under vacuum at room
temperature (and in the dark) for at least 2 h. Samples were then stored in the dark,
and were annealed within a few days of fabrication.
Sample annealing. Samples were annealed (ex-situ) in the dark for various times,
in a vacuum oven (Binder, Germany) and then rapidly cooled onto a metal block.
In-situ annealing was performed under vacuum in the neutron beam at D17, ILL,
France. Unless stated otherwise the temperatures quoted in the main text and
ﬁgures are the nominal (set-point) temperatures. There is an offset between these
temperatures and the sample surface temperatures of a few oC (see Supplementary
Methods for details).
Neutron reﬂectivity. The time-of-ﬂight (TOF) methodology in which a broad
range of wavelengths is incident on the sample was used for all neutron reﬂectivity
measurements. Two reﬂectometers (D1770 and Figaro71) at the Institut Laue
Langevin (ILL), Grenoble, France were used. Both D17 and Figaro use an area
detector (with an incident ‘ribbon’ beam), enabling the collection of off-specular
scattering. We also used Inter at ISIS at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK,
but this time with a point detector that only collects the specularly reﬂected
neutrons (but still utilising an incident ‘ribbon’ beam). Two incident angles were
used at all three instruments. Neutrons were counted for 10 min at the lower
incident angle of 0.72° and 75 min at the higher angle of 2.71° at Figaro. The
instrumental resolution (dqz/qz) at Figaro varied from 2.9% to 3.9% with increasing
1
qz (from ~0.007 to 0.2 Å ). At D17 the ﬁrst and second angles of 0.8° and 3.2°
were measured for 15 and 80 min (the instrumental resolution here varied from
1.7% to 5.8% across the qz range). At Inter the ﬁrst and second angle of 0.5° and 2°
were measured for 15 min and either 45 or 90 min, respectively. The samples were
under-illuminated for both the D17 and Figaro measurements and overilluminated at Inter. To calculate the specular reﬂectivity curves from the raw data
obtained from the incident and reﬂected neutron beams at the ILL, we used the
COSMOS data reduction program72. A data-reduction code written in Python at
ISIS was used to produce reﬂectivity curves from the raw data from Inter. In the
data analysis a ﬁxed percentage resolution (ﬁxed dqz/qz) was chosen for each
instrument. The value used reﬂects a combination of the instrumental resolution
(set by the slit geometry and chopper settings of the instruments) and any effective
resolution effects that may occur due to the samples themselves, such as overillumination of the sample, in which the sample itself will tend to improve the
effective resolution of the experiment, or slight layer thickness variation across the
samples which will tend to reduce the resolution of the sharpest minima in the
reﬂectivity curve. The resolution was ﬁxed for the entire batch of samples measured
on each particular instrument. Resolutions (dqz/qz ×100) of 3.5%, 4% and 5% were
used when ﬁtting the samples measured at Inter, D17 and Figaro, respectively. As
well as using a constant dqz/qz resolution, a selection of the Figaro and D17 samples
were also ﬁtted with the resolution set equal to the (varying) instrument resolution.
These ﬁts gave a higher value of χ2 for all selected samples, but the ﬁt parameters
themselves were rather insensitive to changes in the resolution; in going from
constant to varying dqz/qz resolution the Figaro and D17 layer SLD parameters
2
changes by a maximum of 0.05 ´ 106 Å and the interface roughness by a
maximum of 1.2 Å.
Reﬂectivity curves were ﬁtted using motoﬁt73 with either; (i) bilayer models
with Gaussian roughness at the buried fullerene/PS-rich interfaces and the sample
surface, or (ii) multilayer models with zero roughness between all buried layers
within the sample and a Gaussian sample surface roughness. Bilayer ﬁts of the
neutron reﬂectivity data involved 6 adjustable parameters; the SLD and thickness of
each layer, the interfacial roughness, and the sample surface roughness. Multilayer
models had between 6 and 12 layers, and so had a much larger number of
adjustable parameters (two per layer; thickness and SLD) than the bilayer models.
Since simpler models are preferable, multilayer models were only necessary when
bilayer models failed to ﬁt the data well, as in the case of the 2k, 3k, and 5k PS/bisPCBM bilayers (as evidenced by the increasing differences between the SLD
proﬁles for the multilayer and bilayer ﬁts in Supplementary Fig. 12b-g, as the Mw
reduces, but the close correspondence between bilayer and multilayer ﬁts in
Supplementary Fig. 12h-i). There is also a silicon oxide layer, which is not
adjustable; this is ﬁxed in the model for each batch of silicon samples (silicon
substrates fabricated in the same batch and measured on the same instrument; see
Supplementary Methods for details). The layer thicknesses and layer SLD
parameters (and surface/interface roughnesses for the bilayer ﬁts) were not

constrained during ﬁtting. Nevertheless excellent conservation of the total sample
thickness was found for those samples measured before and after (in-situ)
annealing for both PS/PCBM and PS/bis-PCBM (see Fig. 1b and Supplementary
Fig. 15b respectively). For the bilayer PS/PCBM ﬁts, in which the Gaussian
roughness represents the width of the error function SLD proﬁle at the sample
surface and buried interface, it was also necessary to check that surface and
interface roughness parameters returned by the ﬁts remained small in comparison
to the layer thicknesses within the sample. This was most signiﬁcant for the thinner
bottom (fullerene) layers; for all PS/PCBM samples the bottom layer thickness was
a factor of at least 3.8 times larger than the Gaussian roughness of the buried
interface (see for example Fig. 2b). The robustness of the reﬂectivity measurements
and the extracted ﬁt parameters was investigated in a number of ways, including
performing repeat measurements, assessing the quality of the samples using real
space (imaging) methods and carefully examining the robustness of the ﬁtting
procedures. Further data from the complete sample set used in this study, further
details of the data reduction and analysis and a summary of the robustness tests
regarding the extracted ﬁt parameters are given in the Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Figs. 1–12, 15, 19–21, Supplementary Notes 1-5 and
Supplementary Methods). Further discussion of the data reduction, data analysis
and robustness tests can also be found in Hynes58.
Grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD). Measurements were performed at
Shefﬁeld University and at Diamond Light Source. The measurements at Shefﬁeld were taken using a Xeuss 2.0 (Xenocs France) small-angle X-ray scattering/
wide-angle X-ray scattering laboratory beamline, with a liquid gallium MetalJet
X-ray source (Excillum Sweden) which has an X-ray energy of 9.2 keV and a
corresponding wavelength of 1.34 Å. The instrument was calibrated using silver
behenate (Alfa Aeser). The sample chamber and ﬂight tubes were all evacuated
to reduce air scatter. The X-rays were detected using a Pilatus3R 1 M detector.
The measurements at Diamond utilised beamline I07 with a 10.5 keV X-ray
beam focused onto the samples at a range of grazing incidence angles between 0
and 0.5°. The samples were mounted inside the helium ﬁlled I07 grazing incidence sample chamber. X-ray scattering images were captured with a Pilatus 2 M
detector at a camera length of 293 mm, calibrated using a silver stearate sample.
The maps shown (see Supplementary Note 8 and Supplementary Fig. 16) are
direct detector maps, as presented by previous workers56, with the axis labels Qz
and Qx representing the out-of-plane and in-plane components of the
momentum transfer respectively (see the supplementary information of Môn
et al.43 for deﬁnitions).
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. Spectra were collected to check the
quality of the samples with-respect-to potential degradation of the materials during
thermal annealing. No evidence of oxidation of either the PS or fullerenes was
found (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 18 for details).
Transmission electron microscopy. Samples were prepared by spin-coating
PCBM layers onto cleaved mica, rather than silicon substrates. Bilayers were then
fabricated and annealed in the same way as on silicon substrates. After annealing,
the samples were ﬂoated onto the surface of de-ionised water and picked up on
grids (Agar Scientiﬁc, UK) with and without a holey-carbon support ﬁlm. Images
were obtained using a Field-Emission-Gun-Transmission-Electron Microscope
(FEI Tecnai TF20) operated at 200 kV with a CCD Camera (Gatan Orius SC600A).
Statistics. Except for the uncertainty estimates for the Flory-Huggins χ parameters
in the PC/PCBM and PS/bis-PCBM systems and the error bars in the neutron
reﬂectivity plots, all errors plotted in ﬁgures or given in the text are standard errors.
The calculation of the uncertainty estimates for χ are described in the text and in
Supplementary Note 6, and the error bars in the neutron reﬂectivity plots represent
the standard deviation (calculated from the neutron counts).

Data availability
Data is available from the corresponding author upon request. The raw neutron
reﬂectivity data is stored on databases at ISIS and ILL in the following locations;
doi:10.5291/ILL-DATA.9–12–387 (Figaro); doi:10.5291/ILL-DATA.9–12–456 (D17);
doi:10.5286/ISIS.E.83549212 and doi:10.5286/ISIS.E.85421152 (Inter).
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